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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

This deliverable provides some tips to users of the Modelling Tool developed in Microsoft Excel 
for Life-Cycle-Cost (LCC).  
The structure of the tool is related to the specific requirements identified by activities of Task 
1.5.10 and Task 1.5.11, in the Technical Annex, so different specific sub models dealing with 
different cost factors have been developed. 

The LCC tool is based on Microsoft Excel Macro which allow to calculate different costs and to 
produce and export outputs both in tabular than in graphical form. So a specific VBA (Visual 
Basic for Application) structured in Wizard form has been realized. Also it produces and exports a 
PDF report, containing different outputs, tables of summary, graphical charts and sensitivity 
analysis of stage comparisons. 
 
Specific modules where engine data, commercial data and power profile data could be inputted, 
are developed. Different cost factors are calculated in “sub model” where R&D and service 
maintenance data are inputted and calculated. Some improvements to the structure of the tool 
have been implemented by referring to the minute of the meeting in Prague “CLD-I-DAP-158-01-
MoM_WP1 5_Meeting”.  
 
After, for each modules, a specific lists of possible/necessary input data could be inserted or 
retrieved as default value by Engine Builder, Loco Constructor and Operator partner of each 
Operational Subprojects. These data are used by the tool to calculate costs and to produce the 
desiderate outputs.  
The elements of each specific list are numerical input variable, for this reason only numerical 
value can be entered. The check boxes to be flagged, make possible multiple configurations 
within each modules. 
 
From the point of view of equation calculation, the individual cost variables, their tables and 
relative formulas are deduced from deliverable on Cost Factor Analysis D.1.5.7.a, deliverable 
Cost Benefit Analysis of Technical Options for Emission Reduction D5.3.1 and from LCC model 
Excel spreadsheet format developed by TEC (The Engine Consultancy limited) for WP 5.3 
Sustainability Impact Assessment.  
The different configurations adopted by the operational subprojects SP2 Railcars, SP3 Heavy 
Haul, SP4 to fulfill the operational stage IIIB is deduced from the Deliverables D.1.3.1  
 

The decision between the different alternatives of after-treatment to achieve the objectives will be 
done according to the Life Cycle Cost (LCC). Also a Sensitivity Analysis on a basic cost, i.e. fuel 
is implemented.  

Following the aim highlighted in the Technical Annex, the tool has been developed to calculate 
running costs of current engine builds (with IIIA or UIC-II) and to compare these costs with the 
new engine builds to stage IIIB, together with any after-treatment related variable costs. 
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2. LCC TOOL MAIN 
ASPECTS 

 
Life Cycle Cost is the total cost of ownership of machinery and equipment, including its cost of 
acquisition, operation, maintenance, conversion, and/or decommission. LCC are summations of 
cost estimates from inception to disposal for both equipment and projects as determined by an 
analytical study and estimate of total costs experienced in annual time increments during the 
project life with consideration for the time value of money. The objective of LCC analysis is to 
choose the most cost effective approach from a series of alternatives  to achieve the lowest long-
term cost of ownership. Procurement costs are widely used as the primary (and sometimes only) 
criteria for equipment or system selection based on a simple payback period. LCC analysis is 
required to demonstrate that operational savings are sufficient to justify the investment costs. 
 
Generally the topics of a Life-Cycle-Cost (LCC) analysis involve several stages of the life cycle of 
the product until its disposal. The model of LCC must be able to manage a deployment of all the 
major aspects and costs related to each phase of product life. For this purpose, different masks 
explanatory are proposed.  
In this paragraph requirements that LCC Excel tool approach have to address, following the 
activities of Task 1.5.10 and Task 1.5.11, in the Technical Annex, are detailed. They give a 
defined structure to the tool, keeping in mind also the LCC Model structure (Ref. Task 1.5.9, 
deliverable D1.5.7a). 
 
In this deliverable the main maintenance concepts are introduced and applied to the scope of the 
engines for IIIB stage, object of the CleanER-D Project. A tool, in Microsoft Excel, has been 
developed to work out the life cycle cost for the investment of installing a diesel engine in railway. 

A specific list of possible/necessary input data to be entered by Engine Builder, Builder Loco 
Operator and partners have been taken into account. 

Some features are adopted to guide the user in the input phases, enabling or disabling some 
fields according to the user chooses. 
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3. LCC TOOL INITIALIZING 
  

After the user has opened the tool1, it’s necessary to perform as first step the initialization of the 
tool (figure 1). To perform this step it’s essential to push the button in 
the “Banner”  page. 

 

 

Figure 1 - Banner 

 

Initializing the tool a “Vehicle application selection” window will open (Figure 2). During this step, 
the user, can chose: 

• the “Vehicle Selection ” as DMU or LOCO; 

• the “LCC/stage comparision ” : it’s possible to calculate the LCC for single engine 
(UIC-II/PREIII A, IIIA, IIIB with or without SCR) if the user select only one of them, or 
compare from couple to all possible engine configuration, with/without after-treatment 
system (IIIB with or without SCR) selecting more than one Engine configuration (LCC 
Stage comparison). 

For LCC period point of view, the user can insert, as input value, the LCC period in years, the 
annual hours and the paths KM of single vehicle per year. Moreover for each engine configuration 
the user can add an engine label and the type of after-treatment system used(figure 3).  

 

                                                
1 Remember to enable macro function in Excel 
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Figure 2 - Vehicle application selection 

 

Only for the stage IIIB and IIIB+ (figure 3) is possible to specify the after-teratment system. 
Enabling or disabling the after-treatment system chek box, the user will be guided during the input 
of corrective and preventive maintenance plan. 

 

 

Figure 3 – After-treatment system choices 

 

At the end of this step, the user have to confirm the choices cliccking on the 
“OK” button. In this way the tool provides to autosave itself, renaming the 
excel file with the following format: “LCC Modelling tool”, plus the name of the 
vehicle type selected, plus the current system date time. 

Once the tool has been initialized the user will be automatically routed on the “LCC Table of 
contests” page. 
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4. LCC TABLE OF 
CONTESTS 

 

In this page the user can navigate throw different step menu to perform the LCC analysis. 

All the steps are needed to obtain a detailed summary and comparison of different stages.  

 

Figure 4 – Table of Contents 

 

The user can follow the “button menu” to perform the different step of the LCC analysis. 

• Vehicle Application Selection; 

• Engine Settings ; 

• Commercial Data; 

• Power Profile; 

• Sub Model; 
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• Vehicle Auxiliaries;  

• Export PDF Summary; 

 

Moreover the user can initialize or re initialize the tool pressing the button “Re-Initialize tool ” or 
show some user developer information with the button “About The Author ”. 

 

5. LCC ENGINE SETTINGS 
 

For each engine configuration chosen, the user can input different information as shown in the 
Figure 5. During the initializing phases all value are set to the default value.  

 

 

Figure 5- Engine settings 

 

The grey fields are reported as reminder or to show the calculated value. White fields must be 
filled in or modify by user. 
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At this stage the user can input the fields described in the following table: 

Lub Oil sump quantity (Litre): sump tank capacity in liter  

Lub Oil Change period (hr): time interval for oil change 

Engine First Cost: engine initial cost per kw 

Engine Rated Brake Power kWb: engine's horsepower before the loss in power 

Engine Rated Speed rpm: allowable maximum rotative speed of the engine for 
continuous reliable performance 

Coolant Capacity (litre): engine cooling capacity in liter 

Engines per Loco number of each 

Table 1: LCC Engine fields input data 

 

6. LCC COMMERCIAL DATA 
 

The commercial data are used to calculate annual liquid consumption and to elaborate a 
sensitivity analysis of fuel price. The user can insert the price and the quantity (kg/lt) of Fuel , Lub 
oil  and Urea. The urea value will be used only for the stage IIIB. Moreover it’s possible to insert 
different fuel prices to elaborate a sensitivity analysis of the price in terms of low price (tax free), 
retail price and high price.  

 

 

Figure 6 – Commercial data 
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At this stage the user can input the fields described in the following table: 

Fuel Density as Kg/lt  

Price as € 

Lub oil Density as Kg/lt  

Price as €  

Urea Density as Kg/lt  

Price as € 

Table 2: LCC Commercial input fields data 

 
At this stage the user can input the fields described in the following table: 

Fuel Low price tax free as € 

Retail price as € 

High price as € 

Lub oil Low price tax free as € 

Retail price as € 

High price as € 

Urea Low price tax free as € 

Retail price as € 

High price as € 

Table 3: LCC Sensitivity input fields data 

 
7. LCC POWER PROFILE 

 

In this step the user can insert, for each checked engine configuration, the power profile (figure 
7). Different engine consumptions are automatically calculated and reported in the grey fields, 
keeping in mind “Engine settings” input values. 

The user can decide to input an own power profile by pressing the button “Add ”. In this case a 
new window where the user can add different input value (as show in the figure 8) will be opened. 

At the end a checksum on total % Time is performed. The tool will notified if the % total time is 
different of 100%: the Check field will be 
yellow if the total value is less than 100%, it 
will be green if the user reach the 100%, and 
it will be red if he exceeds the 100% (figure 
9). So with this alert the user can 
immediately correct any mistake or remove 
one row by pressing the button “Remove ”.  
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Figure 7 – Power profile 

 

At this stage the user can input the fields described in the following table: 

Engine Load% percentage of maximum available torque output under given 
conditions 

% of Time percentage of time spending at that engine load 

Engine speed rpm speed in revolutions per minute spending at that engine load; 

bSFC g/kWh brake specific fuel consumption in g/kWh at that engine load; 

UREA to FUEL cons% urea consumption as percentage of fuel at that engine load 

COOLANT to FUEL cons% coolant consumption as percentage of fuel at that engine load 

OIL to FUEL cons% oil consumption as percentage of fuel at that engine load 

Table 4: LCC User power profile input fields data 

 

The input variable of power profile are inserted through the appropriate window shown figure 8. 
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Figure 8 – User power profile load 

 

 

Figure 9 - Power profile over 100% Check time 

 
The tool, also, include default values for each stage, that can be automatically retrieved by 
pressing the “Use Default Value ” as show in figure 10.  
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Figure 10 – Power profile default value. 

 

At this stage the Tool compute the fields described in the following table: 

Annual tons Fuel Fuel quantity as calculated by power profile and annual 
data (tons) 

Annual tons Oil Oil quantity as calculated by power profile and annual 
data (tons) 

Annual tons Urea Urea quantity as calculated by power profile and annual 
data ( only for IIIB stage) (tons) 

Annual tons Coolant Coolant quantity as calculated by power profile and 
annual data (tons) 

Equivalent to year duty KW-
hours 

Sum of product of number of hours at each specific load 
multiply engine power in kwb as defined  by duty cycle 

Table 5: LCC Computed Power profile costs data 

 

The “Import ” function will allow in the final tool issue to give to the user the possibility to import an 
own complete power profile from standard CSV file (the specification of internal data structure 
could be defined). In the first issue of the tool this function doesn’t work. 

 

8. LCC SUB-MODEL COSTS 
 

The LCC sub model costs is composed by different child tasks: 
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• “Vehicle Design ”: the user can input different vehicle design costs as show in the figure 
11. The user can choose to insert single value of material costs, work hours for person, 
the number of persons and the relative costs (according to TASK 1.5.10) for each kind of 
cost, or enable the check to input a global value to be used in the summary (to avoid the 
use of sensitive data).  

 

At this stage the user can input the fields described in the following table: 

Engine purchase: costs attributable to the engine purchasing 

Engine installation costs attributable to the engine installation phase 

Vehicle validation costs attributable to validation/testing phase 

Vehicle homologation costs attributable to homologation phase 

Table 6: LCC Vehicle Design fields input data 

 

 

Figure 11 – Vehicle design costs task 

 
• “Corrective maintenance costs ”: the user can input all the needed value to perform the 

corrective maintenance plan (Figure 12). It’s possible to input the Engine spare costs in 
terms of MTBF (Mean time between failures), MTTr (Mean Time To repair) and spare 
costs; in the some way it’s possible to input the After-treatment system values. 

 
The skills labour costs are unique for all stage configurations and both for preventive than 
corrective maintenance plan. The grey calculated values are automatically computed taking into 
account also the Engine Settings values. 
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At this stage the user can input the fields described in the following table: 

Engine spares: MTBF mean time between failures for engine spares   

MTTr mean time to repair for engine spares   

Spare costs for engine 

Aftertreatment system MTBF mean time between failures for after treatment system 

MTTr mean time to repair for after treatment system 

Spare costs for after treatment system 

Skilled labour cost/hr Man hour cost 

Table 7: LCC Corrective maintenance costs input fie lds data 

 

 

 

Figure 12 – Corrective maintenance task 

 

At this stage the Tool compute the fields described in the following table: 

Total Labour Cost Total man costs (euros) 

Total Spares Cost Total spares cost (euros) 

After-Treatment Service Total After-Treatment costs (euros) 

Total Services Total of the previous three costs 

SCR Maintenance Selective Catalyst Reduction corrective maintenance cost 

DPF/DOC Cleaning Diesel Particulate Filter/ Diesel Oxidation Catalyst clean-up 
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cost 

Total Life Grand total 

Table 8: LCC Computed Corrective maintenance costs data 

• “Maintenance plan costs ”: the user can input all the needed values to perform the 
preventive maintenance plan (Figure 13). According to the engine and the after-treatment 
system chosen the user is guided in the inputted phases, enabling or disabling the after 
treatments equipment’s as shown in figure 13 and 14.  

 

 

Figure 13 - Preventive maintenance task (PRE IIIA) 

 

 

Figure 14 – Preventive maintenance task (IIIB) 
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At this stage the user can input the fields described in the following table: 

DPF/DOC life hours Diesel Particulate Filter/ Diesel Oxidation Catalyst 
planned replace in hours 

DPF/DOC costs Diesel Particulate Filter/ Diesel Oxidation Catalyst 
planned replace cost 

SCR life hours Selective Catalyst Reduction planned replace in hours 

SCR costs Selective Catalyst Reduction planned replace cost 

Period of overhaul services 
replace/maintenance 

... in year 

Period Services Type Alternative input: 

• Months 

• kWB 

• Kilometers 

• Fuel tons 

Skilled man hours • Number of man hours for each specific planned 
period 

Spare costs • Spare costs for each specific planned period 

Table 9: LCC Preventive Maintenance plan costs inpu t fields data 

 
The user can decide to input an own maintenance plan by pressing the button “Add ”. In this case 
a new window where the user can add different input value (as shown in the figure 15) will be 
open.  

In this window the user can firstly chooses the kind of Period Service Type and then inputs the 
corresponding value. The “Period Service Type” represents the inspection period of preventive 
maintenance. It can be expressed in months or in alternative way in Kwb, kilometers or tons fuel 
consumption. A specific macro in the tool calculates all the other values to back transform the 
inputted value in months equivalent, necessary to calculate the maintenance plan. In these 
phases also the “Skilled man hours” and the “Spare costs” of preventive maintenance must be 
inputted for each exam period. 
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Figure 15 – Planned exam period 

 
In case of mistake the “Remove ” button can be used to delete a single selected row.  

 
9. LCC VEHICLE 

AUXILIARES 
 

Currently in the Vehicle Auxiliaries only the coolant value, in terms of quantity and price can be 
inputted (Figure 16) so as to be used in the Life Coolant Cost evaluation. 

 

  

Figure 16 – Vehicle Auxiliaries 
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At this stage the Tool compute the fields described in the following table: 

Coolant quantity Specific coolant quantity in kg per liter 

Coolant price Coolant price in euro per liter 

Table 10: LCC Vehicle Auxiliaries maintenance costs  input data 

 

10. LCC REPORT SUMMARY 
 

When all the steps are performed the user can immediately generate and export a complete 
summary in Pdf format. Currently there aren’t checks on the correct entry of all data.  

The tool allows to create and export in a PDF the report of LCC Analysis for a single emissive 
stage (UIC-II/PREIII A, IIIA, IIIB with or without SCR), or to compare costs for two or more 
different configurations for after-treatment system, for example IIIA versus IIIB (with/without SCR 
system).  

The purpose of this section is to list the possible outputs 
coming from the LCC Excel Tool. By clicking on the button 
menu “Export PDF Summary ”, the tool automatically 
generate the corresponding report according to the user chooses in the initializing phases.  

This PDF report contains different outputs, tables of summary, graphical charts, comparisons, 
and sensitivity analysis of fuel prices divided in the following scenario: 

• System Life Cycle Cost Analysis – Summary 
• Bar Chart of Stage Comparison 
• Table of Summary Stage Comparison 
• Table of Sub Model Costs 
• Summary of Through Life Cycle Cost Analysis 
• Sensitivity of Fuel Prices 
• Cost Increase Comparison: to be done in the second version 

 
As example, a possible output is composed by the following figures: 
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Figure 17 - System Life Cycle Cost Analysis - Summa ry 
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Figure 18 – Bar Chart of Stage Comparison in log sc ale 
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Figure 19 - Table of Summary Stage Comparison part 1/2 
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Figure 20 - Table of Summary Stage Comparison part 2/2 
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Figure 21 - Sub Model Costs 

 

 

 

Figure 22 - Summary of Through Life Cycle Cost Anal ysis 
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Figure 23 - Sensitivity of Fuel Prices 

 
11. CONCLUSIONS 

 

In this deliverable the main features of the Life-Cycle-Cost (LCC) Modelling Tool developed in 
Microsoft Excel are provided. The general approach according to which it has been developed is 
reported in the first section, as well as some references to the aim highlighted in the Technical 
Annex. The structure of the tool is related to the specific requirements identified by activities of 
Task 1.5.10 and Task 1.5.11: different specific sub models dealing with different cost factors are 
developed.  
 
The tool allows to create and export in a PDF report the LCC Analysis for a single emissive stage, 
or to compare costs for two or more different configurations for after-treatment system, for 
example IIIA versus IIIB (with/without SCR system). This PDF report contains different outputs, 
tables of summary, graphical charts  and comparisons, and sensitivity analysis on fuel prices. 


